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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

8. Write short notes on any two of the

following : 2×7½=15

(a) Earthquake

(b) Nitrogen cycle

(c) Biotic components of Ecosystem.
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1. Define environmental studies. Why is it

important ? Discuss the multidisciplinary nature

of Environmental Studies. 15

2. What do you understand by natural resources ?

Name the various natural resources and discuss

the mineral resources in detail along with the

various problems associated with their

extraction and processing. 15

3. Write short notes on the following : 3×5=15

(a) Ecological Succession

(b) Energy Pyramids

(c) Threats to forest ecosystem.

4. (a) “India is a mega-biodiversity nation.”

Justify the statement. 8

(b) Define Endangered and Endemic species.

Discuss the endangered and endemic plant

species in India. 7

5. Define pollution and name the types of

pollution. Which type of pollution do you think

is the most dangerous and why ? What role as

an individual you can play in prevention of

that particular type of pollution ? 15

6. (a) What do you understand by resettlement

and rehabilitation of people ? Discuss

the various problems and concerns

associated with it taking an example. 9

(b) Define Acid Rain and discuss its effects

on aquatic life. 6

7. (a) Discuss the role of information

technology in environmental and human

health. 7

(b) What do you understand by “Equitable

use of Resources” ? Is it applied in India

and world ? If yes, then how or if no,

then why ? 8
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